FEEDLOGIC™ OF WILLMAR, MINNESOTA IS TRANSFORMING THE AGRICULTURE INDUSTRY WITH THEIR SMART FARMING SOLUTIONS. Paired with Rice Lake’s 920i® digital weight indicator, feed mills to farms are able to have one connected solution for more efficient operations.

Big data is the next big thing. Global markets such as healthcare, technology and finance have already transitioned into using big data to analyze and predict industry trends and market fluctuations. With this information, healthcare can be more personalized, technology more consumer-driven and finance more profitable. Other industries, like agriculture, have been slower to adapt big data due to an aging population and the cost of smart farming. Feedlogic of Willmar, Minn. aims to address this issue by making technology more accessible and data more relevant to farmers.

By 2050, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) predicts that the world’s population will grow to 9.6 billion. In spite of declining resources and limited land availability, food production must increase by 70 percent in order to adequately feed the growing population. The agriculture industry is challenged with this problem of feeding more people with diminishing land and declining resources.

How to do this is the question many in the agriculture industry find difficult to face. The answer, according to Drew Ryder, president of Feedlogic, is already available—use what resources you already have, but integrate them with sensing technology, data analytics, wireless communication and telematics to increase production and reduce waste.

Founded in 2001, Feedlogic is a pioneer in the development of intelligent feeding and farm monitoring solutions that can provide producers real-time monitoring and management of their farming operations. The company offers a series of products which combine patented hardware and software to measure production processes and execute more precisely. By connecting agriculture to the Internet of Things, Feedlogic is
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The Internet of Things is a popular term used to describe an environment where physical things, equipped with sensors, wirelessly transfer data over a network without any human interference. Everything from vehicles, medical devices, coffee machines and even cows either are or will be able to speak to each other as one connected unit.

For the agriculture industry, the Internet of Things is revolutionizing the industry and helping close the gap between need and resources. Where farmers were once able to intuitively know and make decisions about their land just by touch and feel, technology today has the potential to mimic this knowledge and take it one step further. Sensors in soil and on farming equipment can transfer high-level data, ultimately optimizing water utilization and improving overall crop yields. Sensors in feed hoppers can alert distributors when levels are low—creating better and more efficient use-feed manufacturing, logistics and purchasing. Feedlogic is using the Internet of Things to create not necessarily artificial intelligence, but agricultural intelligence.

The path to smart farming begins with accessible, definable data sources. This can be derived from the nutrient value of soil, the breeding cycle of animals, the weather patterns during the harvest season or the moisture percentages in a feed hopper, among many other applications. From there, farmers can create a linear data model with simple equations and minor variables. For example, animal feed conversion over a set amount of time in various locations. Based on that data, patterns can be evaluated and trends forecasted. Add in multiple equations and variables, and farmers are able to produce a machine-learning model of forecasting. From there, smart farming achieves its highest pinnacle—an adaptive learning model. Complex problems and variables from multiple sources are used to analyze, forecast and then adopt agricultural systems.

When used in conjunction with data analysis, weight records can be critical in key decision making. Using the 920i pen weighing allows for faster, more efficient data collection at Tasty Duck in Hamburg, Pennsylvania.

The pen weighing report for Tasty Duck gives a detailed summary of each weighment.
digital weight indicator, Feedlogic provided a more rapid and efficient way for Tasty Duck to record pen weights in their research barn. Tasty Duck is a family-owned duck farm and processing facility with more than 20 farms in rural Pennsylvania. They have been featured on the History Channel® and are most known for their modern Pekin duck. Rather than weigh ducks individually, Tasty Duck weighs the animals in pens and uses the 920i to tare and average a pen weight. They can then deduce an average animal weight and monitor each pen for weight fluctuations, which could signify an illness or other complications.

More than just a digital weight indicator, the 920i is a high-powered programmable controller for automating complex industrial processes—ideal for smart farming. The 920i provides open connectivity to the most popular networking interfaces, performing much like a traditional PLC. Built to withstand tough environments, the 920i can also control hundreds of I/O setpoints, multiple scales, flow temperature and pulse as well as easily store, recall and report data. Ryder feels that the 920i digital weight indicator is an "easily customizable program for any weighing application. Our software programmers can set up the wireless hardware quickly. Rice Lake engineers always give fast responses on any questions regarding communication protocols."

In addition to integrating the 920i into Tasty Duck’s research and development application, Ryder also worked with Brenneman Pork in Washington, Iowa to accomplish a similar task. Brenneman Pork is a family-run swine and grain operation that aims to raise quality pork efficiently, humanely and in an environmentally responsible manner. Instead of weighing pigs separately, group pen weighing can be an efficient way to track weight data over a large group of animals. An average weight of each pen can infer the average weight of each animal. This information can be used in the daily diet monitoring and weight management for the animals.

“"The 920i makes weighing easier, faster and more accurate. It is built to handle the difficult environment of farms like dust and moisture.”

—Drew Ryder, president of FeedLogic

Most importantly, what Ryder aims to accomplish is easy access to complex data for more efficient farming. By integrating Feedlogic’s software solutions with Rice Lake’s industrial weighing products, data can be analyzed in real-time for more efficient agricultural production.

What the Internet of Things has done for healthcare, technology and finance is a tangible reality for the agriculture industry. Tracking disease management, weather patterns, soil nutrition, yield rates and fertility creates one connected solution for better farming and more efficient production. From basic weighing to the most complex tasks that control entire automated processes, Rice Lake’s programmable indicators are just one part of the future of agricultural intelligence. ■